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A recent paper (J. Number Theory 42 (1992), 6187) announced various arith-
metical properties of the Mahler function f (%, ,; x, y)=k=1 1mk%+, x
kym.
Unfortunately the arguments of that paper are marred by an error whereby the
arguments hold only for ,=0 (or when bn=1 for all positive integers n). We show
how to correct the arguments so that they do hold for general ,. Moreover, another
paper (J. Number Theory 43 (1993), 293318) soon afterwards happened again to
discuss the subject using different expressions for the power series for f. We show
that the corrected results here do coincide with those later results notwithstanding
our alternative presentation.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
In 1992 Nishioka et al. [5] announced various arithmetical properties of
the Mahler function
f (%, ,; x, y)= :

k=1
:
1mk%+,
xkym, (1)
including an irrationality measure and algebraic independence properties of
values of the function. The homogeneous case ,=0 has been studied exten-
sively and is fairly well known. Unfortunately the cited treatment [5] of
the inhomogeneous case was marred by an error whereby the arguments
hold only for ,=0 (or when bn=1 for all positive integer n; see below). In
this note we show how to correct the arguments so that they do hold for
general ,.
A paper by Borwein and Borwein with similar aims to [5] appeared
soon afterwards. The Borweins use a different algorithm for their inhomo-
geneous continued fraction expansion, and thus get a different formula. The
different expansions lead to different expressions for the power series (1).
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We show that our corrected results here do coincide with those of [1] not-
withstanding the alternative presentations.
Various results of [5] are applied in [2, 4, 6]. Our purpose here is in
part to vindicate those aspects of [5] there used and thus to show that
those papers are not adversely affected by the defects of [5]. Since we must
frequently refer to formulas appearing in [5] we use the unconventional
notation of using, for example, [5]: (3) to cite formula (3) of [5].
1. Functional Equations
Throughout, %>0 denotes an irrational real number so that, given
,, k%+, is never integral for any positive integer k. Then for |x|<1 and
| y|<1 one has the functional equation
f (%, ,; x, y)=& f (1%, &,%; y, x)+
x
1&x
y
1&y
. (2)
In contrast, the original equation [5]: (3) is valid only when %+,>0 and
so cannot lead to [5]: Theorem 1.
We have to consider as %+,>&1. When a, b(1) are integers and
%+,>&1,
f (%, b+,; x, y)&
x
1&x
y
1&y
= yb \ f (%, ,; x, y)& x1&x
y
1&y
& :
[&,%]
k=1
xk+ ,
and
f (a+%, ,; x, y)&
x
1&x
y
1&y
= f (%, ,; xya, y)&
xya
1&xya
y
1&y
& :
[&,%]
k=1
(xya)k.
Since at least one of a+%+,>0 or b+%+,>0, we obtain
f (a+%, b+,; x, y)
=
x
1&x
y
1&y
+ yb \ f (%, ,; xya, y)& xy
a
1&xya
y
1&y
& :
[&,%]
k=1
(xya)k+ .
(3)
As usual, %=[a0 , a1 , a2 , ...] denotes the continued fraction expansion of %,
where
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%=a0+%0 , a0=[%],
(4)
1%n&1=an+%n , an=[1%n&1] (n=1, 2, ...).
The nth convergent pnqn=[a0 , a1 , ..., an] of % is then given by the
recurrence relations
pn=an pn&1+ pn&2 (n=0, 1, ...), p&2=0, p&1=1,
qn=an qn&1+qn&2 (n=0, 1, ...), q&2=1, q&1=0.
One now expands , in terms of the sequence [%0 , %1 , ...] by setting
,=b0&,0 , b0=W,X,
(7)
,n&1%n&1=bn&,n , bn=W,n&1%n&1X (n=1, 2, ...).
Furthermore, the quantities sn and tn are defined by
sn= :
n
&=0
b& p&&1 (n=0, 1, ...), sn=0 (n<0),
(12)
tn= :
n
&=0
b&q&&1 (n=0, 1, ...), tn=0 (n<0).
By using (3), and assuming a0 , b00, from [,n%n]=bn+1&1 we obtain
f (%, ,; x, y)=
x
1&x
y
1&y
& yb0
xya0
1&xya0
y
1&y
+ yb0f (%0 , &,0 ; xya0, y)& yb0 :
b1&1
k=1
(xya0)k
=
x
1&x
y
1&y
& yb0
xya0
(1&xya0)(1& y)
+ yb0
(xya0)b1
1&xya0
+ yb0f (%0 , &,0; xya0, y);
the term (x&xb1)(1&x) must be added when a0=b0=0. Similarly
f (%n , &,n ; x, y)=xbn+1
xan+1y
1&xan+1y
x
1&x
+xbn+1 :
bn+2&1
k=1
(xan+1y)k
&xbn+1 f (%n+1 , &,n+1; xan+1y, x)
=xbn+1
xan+1y
(1&xan+1y)(1&x)
&xbn+1
(xan+1y)bn+2
1&xan+1y
&xbn+1 f (%n+1 , &,n+1: xan+1y, x) (11)
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for n0. Hence,
f (%, ,; x, y)=
x
1&x
y
1&y
+
yb0
1&y
+ :
N
n=0
(&1)n&1
xtnysn
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)
+(&1)N xtNysN f (%N , &,N ; xqNy pN, xqN&1y pN&1)
+(&1)N&1
xtN+1ysN+1
1&xqNy pN
.
Therefore, we have the following.
Theorem 1. Let %>0 be an irrational number and let ,>&1 be a non-
integral real number so that %+,>&1 except if 0<%<1 and &1<,<0.
Then
f (%, ,; x, y)=
x
1&x
y
1&y
+
yb0
1& y
+ :

n=0
(&1)n&1
xtnysn
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)
.
Remark. Our Theorem 1 does not include the case , # Z with bn=0 for
all n1. The original [5]: Theorem 1 holds in this case.
In the special case bn=1 for all n1, our Theorem 1 has the same form
as [5]: Theorem 1. For, by
:

n=1
(&1)n&1
xtnysn
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)
= :

n=1
(&1)n&1 { x
tnysn(1&xqn&2y pn&2)
(1&xqn&1y pn&1)(1&xqn&2y pn&2)
+
xtn+qnysn+ pn
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)=
=
xt1ys1
1&xq0y p0
+ :

n=1
(&1)n&1
_
xtn+qnysn+ pn&xtn+1ysn+1+xtn+1+qn&1ysn+1+ pn&1
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)
,
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we have
f (%, ,; x, y)=
x
1&x
y
1&y
+ :

n=0
(&1)n&1
_
xtn+qnysn+ pn&xtn+1ysn+1+xtn+1+qn&1ysn+1+ pn&1
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)
.
If bn=1 for all non-negative integers n, then tn+qn=tn+1 and
sn+ pn=sn+1. It follows from Theorem 1 that
\1&xy
a0
yb0 +
2
f (%, ,; x, y)=A0+ :

n=1
(&1)n&1
QnQn&1
,
where
A0=\1&xy
a0
yb0 +
2
\ x1&x
y
1&y
+
yb0
1& y
&
yb0
(1&xya0)(1& y)+
=
1&xya0
(1& y) yb0 \
xy(1&xya0)
(1&x) yb0
&xya0+ ,
Qn=
1&xqny pn
x{ny_n
yb0
1&xya0
and
_n=bn pn&1+bn&2 pn&3+ } } } (n0),
{n=bnqn&1+bn&2qn&3+ } } } (n0)
with bn=0 (n<0). Notice that Q0=1, and put for n1
An=
Qn&Qn&2
Qn&1
=x&{n+{n&1y&_n+_n&1
_
1&xqny pn&(xqn&1y pn&1)bn (1&xqn&2y pn&2)
1&xqn&1y pn&1
.
Then, we have the following
Corollary 1.
\1&xy
a0
yb0 +
2
f (%, ,; x, y)=[A0; A1 , A2 , ...].
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When 0<%, ,<1, we have a0=0 and b0=1. Hence, we obtain
Example 2. If 0<%, ,<1, then
\1&xy +
2
f (%, ,; x, y)=[0; A1 , A2 , ...],
where
Qn=
1&xqny pn
x{ny_n
y
1&x
.
2. The Sequence [[(k+1)%+,]&[k%+,]]k=1
Of course [5]: Theorem 2 holds because there ,=0. But since [5]:
Lemmas 2 and 3 are inappropriate we need quite different arguments to
obtain a correction of [5]: Theorem 3.
We may assume 0<%, ,<1 without loss of generality. Then it follows
that
:

k=0
([(k+1)%+,]&[k%+,])xk=
1&x
x
f (%, ,; x, 1), |x|<1. (13)
By Example 2
(1&x)2 f (%, ,; x, 1)= lim
n  
Pn(x)
Qn(x)
= lim
n  
Pn*(x)
Qn*(x)
, (14)
where
Pn*(x)=x{nPn(x), Qn*(x)=
1&xqn
1&x
(n1).
Here it follows from Corollary 1 and Example 2 that
Pn*(x)=An*(x) P*n&1(x)+xbnqn&1P*n&2(x) (n1) (15)
with P*&1(x)=1, P0*(x)=0, where
An*(x)=
1&xqn&xbnqn&1(1&xqn&2)
1&xqn&1
(n1). (16)
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When ,{0, (13) and (14) yield
:

k=0
([(k+1)%+,]&[k%+,])xk=
1
x
lim
n  
Pn*(x), |x|<1.
Define the sequence 1n (n3) by
1n=[a3&b3 , a4&b4 , ..., an&bn],
and write ?n=an&bn if an>bn , and |n=an&bn if anbnto account for
the case when the entry 0 is permitted.
Theorem 3 ([3]). Let % be irrational and let , be real with 0<%, ,<1.
Then we have
:

k=0
([(k+1)%+,]&[k%+,])xk=
1
x
lim
n  
Pn*(x), |x|<1
or
[[(k+1)%+,]&[k%+,]]k=1 0 } } } 01
b1&1
wn .
Here (wn) is the sequence of the words of respective lengths qn whose letters
0 or 1 are given inductively by
w1=0 } } } 0
a1&1
1, w2=wb2&11 0w
a2&b2+1
1 , wn=w
cn
n&1wn&2 w
an&cn
n&1 ,
where for some positive integer } and a non-negative integer l
cn={
bn+1, if 1n ends (&1) 02}&1?n ;
0, if 1n&1 ends (&1) 02}&2 (}2)
or ?n&l&2|n&l&1. .|n&2
l
(&1);
1, if 1n&1 ends (&1) 02}&2(&1);
min(an , bn), otherwise.
3. Irrationality Measures
We cannot decide whether [5]: Theorem 4 holds or not, because An  Z
in the correct version.
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Theorem 5. Let %>0 be irrational and let , be real. Then there is an
absolute constant C>1 such that the irrationality measure +( f ) satisfies
C&1 lim
n  
an+( f (%, ,; 1a, 1b))C lim
n  
a2n
for all integers a, b with |a|2, b{0. In particular, f (%, ,; 1a, 1b) is a
Liouville number if and only if the partial quotients an of % are unbounded.
Proof.
An=a{n&{n&1b_n&_n&1
_
1&a&qnb&pn&(a&qn&1n&pn&1)bn (1&a&qn&2b&pn&2)
1&a&qn&1b&pn&1
=a{n&2&{n&1b_n&2&_n&1
_
aqnb pn((aqn&1b pn&1)bn&1)+(aqn&1b pn&1)an&(aqn&1b pn&1)bn
aqn&qn&1b pn& pn&1(aqn&1b pn&1&1)
.
Therefore, if an>bn , we get
a{n&1&{n&2+qn&(bn+1) qn&1b_n&1&_n&2+ pn&(bn+1) pn&1An # Z.
Whilst if anbn , we get
a{n&1&{n&2b_n&1&_n&1An # Z.
First, we suppose ai>bi for all i=1, 2, ..., n. Putting
Dn=|a{n&1+qn&tn&1b_n&1+ pn&sn+1| (n1),
we have DnA1 A2 } } } An # Z. Hence, Dn Pn , DnQn # Z. And since
Qn=
1&a&qnb&pn
a&{nb&_n
b&1
1&a&1
=a{nb_n \1& 1aqnb pn+
a
b(a&1)
,
we have
Qn
Dn&1
=a(bn&1) qn&1+tn&1+1b(bn&1) pn&1+sn&1&1 \1& 1aqnb pn+
a
b(a&1)
.
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Hence |Qn |Dn&1 is monotone increasing for all large n and
lim
n  
|Qn |Dn&1=.
Now let P, Q be given integers with (P, Q)=1. We may assume that Q is
sufficiently large. Then there is an integer n=n(Q) such that
|Qn |Dn&12Q|Qn+1|Dn .
We assume PQ{PnQn . Then for :=[0, A1 , A2 , ...]
}DnQn \:&PQ+}
|Dn(PQn&QPn)|
Q
&D |Qn:&Pn |
1
2Q
,
noticing that Dn(PQn&QPn){0 is an integer and
1
2 |Qn+1|
<|Qn:&Pn |<
1
|Qn+1|
(23)
for all large n. Hence, we get
}:&PQ }
1
2 Dn Q |Qn |
(2Q)&1&log |DnQn |log( |Qn |Dn&1)
with
log |Dn Qn |
log( |Qn |Dn&1)
=
(qn&1) log |a|+( pn+1) log |b|+O(1)
((bn&1)qn&1+tn&1+1)log |a|+((bn&1) pn&1+sn&1&1)log |b|+O(1)

qn
tn&qn&1
(n  ).
We can see that
1<
qn
tn&qn&1
<{C1anan&1 ,C2an ,
if bn=1;
if bn{1.
If PQ=PnQn , we have by the first inequality of (23) that
}:&PQ }>
1
2
Q&log |QnQn+1|log |Q|
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with
lim
n  
log |QnQn+1|
log |Q|
=1+ lim
n  
log |Qn+1|
log |Qn |
=1+ lim
n  
{n+1 log |a|+_n+1 log |b|+O(1)
{n log |a|+_n log |b|+O(1)
=1+ lim
n  
{n+1(log |a|+% log |b| )+O(1)
{n(log |a|+% log |b| )+O(1)
=1+ lim
n  
{n+1
{n
.
Thus we have
+(:)1+C3 lim
n  
an .
On the other hand, the second inequality of (23) yields
}:&DnPnDnQn }<(DnQn)&log |Qn Qn+1|log |Dn Qn |
with
lim
n  
log |QnQn+1|
log |DnQn |
=1+ lim
n  
{n+1&({n&1+qn&tn&1)
{n+({n&1+qn&tn&1)
= lim
n  
tn+1
qn
.
Secondly, we suppose that aibi for all i=1, 2, ..., n. Then
lim
n  
log |DnQn |
log(|Qn |Dn&1)
= lim
n  
tn
bnqn&1
and
lim
n  
log |QnQn+1|
log |DnQn |
= lim
n  
tn+1qn
tn
.
The other cases are handled similarly, and clearly have character inter-
mediate between the two cases above.
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4. Transcendence and Algebraic Independence
Of course, [5]: Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 hold as they are, because they are
independent of Theorem 1 (and the main defect in [5]). Theorem 6 is also
valid as is, though we need to correct its proof.
Theorem 6 ([5]). Let the simple continued fraction expansion of %>0
have unbounded partial quotients and let , be real. Denote the nth convergent
of % by pnqn . If :1 , ;1 , ..., :n , ;n are algebraic numbers with
0<|:i | |;i |%<1 and :qki ;
pk
i {1 (k0) (i=1, 2, ..., n)
such that at least one of :i :j and ;i;j is not a root of unity for i{ j, then
f (%, ,; :1 , ;1), ..., f (%, ,; :n , ;n) are algebraically independent.
To prove a corrected version of Theorem 6 we need to replace [5]:
Lemma 6 by the following result.
Lemma 6. Let %=[a0 , a1 , a2 , ...] be the continued fraction expansion of
%  Q with pnqn=[a0 , a1 , ..., an]. Let
sn= :
n
&=0
b& p&&1, tn= :
n
&=0
b&q&&1.
Then, we have
lim
n  
sn= lim
n  
tn=
and sntn=%+O(1an) as n  .
Proof. It follows from (5) that sn4pn , tn4qn . Hence, we get
sn
qn
=%
bn
an
+O \ 1an+ ,
tn
qn
=
bn
an
+O \ 1an+ .
Therefore, we obtain
sn
tn
=%+O \ 1an+ .
Proof of Theorem 6. We may assume 0<%, ,<1 and (10). Suppose
that the numbers
!i := f (%, ,; :i , ;i) (1in)
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are algebraically dependent. Then, there is a nonzero polynomial P(x) in
x=(x1 , ..., xn) with algebraic coefficients such that
P(!)=0, !=(!1 , ..., !n).
We may assume that P(x) is of the minimum total degree among such
polynomials and that
P
xi
(!){0 (1in). (34)
Let K be an algebraic number field containing :1 , ;1 , ..., :n , ;n and all the
coefficients of P(x). It follows from Theorem 1 that
!i= :

k=1
(&1)k&1
:tki ;
sk
i
(1&:qki ;
pk
i )(1&:
qk&1
i ;
pk&1
i )
(1in).
We put
!i (k)= :
k&1
}=1
(&1)}&1
:t}i ;
s}
i
(1&:q}i ;
p}
i )(1&:
q}&1
i ;
p}&1
i )
(1in);
!(k)=(!1(k), ..., !n(k)).
Then, we have
&P(!(k))=P(!)&P(!(k))= :
|J|1
1
J !
(J)
x(J)
P(!(k))(!&!(k))J (35)
where J=( j1 , ..., jn) with jk being non-negative integers.
Since [ak] is unbounded by assumption, there is an infinite set 0 of
positive integers such that lim0 % k   ak= with tksk=bkak+O(1ak).
Thus we have by Lemma 6
lim
0 % k  
sk
tk
=% and lim
k  
sk= lim
k  
tk=.
From now on, we may suppose that there is a set 01(/0) satisfying
lim
01 % k  
tk
qk
=0.
In fact, if there is no such set, for some constant c
tk qkc>0 (\k # 0)
and we could use the same argument as in [5].
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From the remark following Theorem 1 we have
!i=
xb1y
1&x
+ :

k=1
(&1)k&1
:tk+qki ;
sk+ pk
i &:
tk+1
i ;
sk+1
i +:
tk+1+qk&1
i ;
sk+1+ pk+1
i
(1&:qki ;
pk
i )(1&:
qk&1
i ;
pk&1
i )
,
so, we put
!i (k)=
xb1y
1&x
+ :
k&1
}=1
(&1)}&1
:t}+q}i ;
s}+ p}
i &:
t}+1
i ;
s}+1
i +:
t}+1+q}&1
i ;
s}+1+ p}+1
i
(1&:q}i ;
p}
i )(1&:
q}&1
i ;
p}&1
i )
.
Choosing \ such that
max
1in
|:i | |;i |%<\<1,
we have
|!i&!i (k)|c1\tk+qk (1in),
whence
|P(!(k))|c2\tk+qk. (36)
But also
h(P(!(k)))c3 \qk&1, (37)
where we may note that
lim
k  
tk+qk
qk&1
=. (38)
By (36), (37), and (38), and the fundamental inequality, we get
P(!(k))=0. (39)
If bk{1,
!i&!i (k)=(&1)k&1
:tk+qki ;
sk+ pk
i &:
tk+1
i ;
sk+1
i +:
tk+1+qk&1
i ;
sk+1+ pk&1
i
(1&:qki ;
pk
i )(1&:
qk&1
i ;
pk&1
i )
+O( |:tk+1+qk+1i ;
sk+1+ pk+1
i | )
=
(&1)k&1 :tk+qki ;
sk+ pk
i
1&:qk&1i ;
pk&1
i
+O( |:tk+qki ;
sk+ pk
i | \
qk).
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If bk=1, by tk+1=tk+qk
!i&!i (k)=(&1)k&1
:tk+1+qk&1i ;
sk+1+ pk&1
i
(1&:qki ;
pk
i )(1&:
qk&1
i ;
pk&1
i )
+O( |:tk+1+qk+1i ;
sk+1+ pk+1
i | )
=
(&1)k&1 :tk+qk+qk&1i ;
sk+ pk+ pk&1
i
1&:qk&1i ;
pk&1
i
+O( |:tk+qk+qk&1i ;
sk+ pk+ pk&1
i | \
qk).
This is the same as the original equation, so we take bk{1 in the rest of
proof.
The evaluation of !i&!i (k) (bk{1) together with (35) and (39) leads to
0= :
n
i=1
P
xi
(!(k))
(&1)k&1 :tk+qki ;
sk+ pk
i
1&:qk&1i ;
pk&1
i
+O \ :
n
i=1
|:tk+qki ;
sk+ pk
i | \
qk+ .
Hence
} :
n
i=1
Aik :tk+ pki ;
sk+ pk
i } max1in |:tk+qki ;sk+ pki | \qk, (40)
where
Aik=
P
xi
(!(k))
(&1)k&1
1&:qk&1i ;
pk&1
i
# K.
We remark that Aik{0 (i=1, 2, ..., n) for all large k, by (34), and
lim
k  
log h(Aik)
qk
=0 (1in),
by (38). Thus, all the conditions in Lemma 5 are satisfied. (It’s clear that
a similar result to Lemma 6 holds for tk+qk and sk+ pk .) Therefore,
choosing # with \<#3<1, we get
} :
n
i=1
Aik :tk+qki ;
sk+ pk
i } max1in |:tk+qki ;sk+ pki | #tk+qk
for all large k. This inequality and (40) yield
#tk+qkc4\qk.
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Since limk  (tk+qk)qk3, we obtain
#3\,
which is a contradiction.
5. The Inhomogeneous Continued Fraction Expansions
The inhomogeneous continued fraction expansion is the crucial
ingredient in obtaining an expression for the sum
f (%, ,; x, y)= :

k=1
:
1mk%+,
xkym;
here % is irrational real and , is any real number satisfying 0<%, ,<1, the
latter restriction being without loss of generality.
One expression obtained by Nishioka, Shiokawa and Tamura [5], and
revised here in Theorem 1, is
f (%, ,; x, y)= :

n=1
(&1)n&1
xtnysn
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)
. (41)
A different expression obtained by Borwein and Borwein [1] is
f (%, ,; x, y)= :

n=1
(&1)n&1
xt**n&1ys**n&1
(1&xqny pn)(1&xqn&1y pn&1)
. (42)
The first one of the continued fraction algorithms is given by (7) with (12).
The second algorithm is given by
#0=,, #n&1%n&1=cn+#n , cn=[#n&1%n&1] (n1).
One now sets
_n=_n&1+(an+1+(&1)n+1 cn+1) pn (n0), _&1=1,
{n={n&1+(an+1+(&1)n+1 cn+1)qn (n0), {&1=1.
The tn** and sn** are given by
t2n**={{2n ,{2n&q2n ,
if c2n+2=0 and {2nq2n+q2n+1;
else,
t**2n+1={{2n+1,{2n+1&q2n+2 ,
if c2n+2=0 and {2n+1q2n+1+q2n+2;
else,
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s2n**={_2n ,_2n& p2n ,
if c2n+2=0 and {2nq2n+q2n+1;
else,
s**2n+1={_2n+1,_2n+1& p2n+2 ,
if c2n+2=0 and {2n+1q2n+1+q2n+2 ;
else.
Our purpose in this section is to outline the argument proving that
Theorem 7. The different expressions (41) and (42) can be explicitly
shown to coincide by tracking the contributions of the various terms. In
particular,
:
n
k=1
(&1)k&1 xt**k&1ys**k&1
(1&xqky pk)(1&xqk&1y pk&1)
& :
n
k=1
(&1)k&1 xtkysk
(1&xqky pk)(1&xqk&1y pk&1)
={
0, when t**n&1=tn or tn&qn ;
(&1)n&1
xtn&qn&1ysn& pn&1
1&xqny pn
, when t**n&1=tn&qn&1 or tn&qn&qn&1.
The following sequence of lemmas leads to Theorem 7.
Lemma 7.
(1) If an<bn , then an+1bn+1.
(2) If an=cn(>0), then cn+1=0.
(3) If %n+,n<1, then an+1bn+1. If %n+,n>1, then an+1bn+1.
(4) If %n+#n>1, then 0an+1&cn+11.
(5) If %n&#n>0, then cn+1=0. If %n&#n<0, then cn+1>0.
Proof. These are clear from the definitions.
Lemma 8.
qntn**qn+qn+1 .
Proof. Proposition A3.2 and A3.3 of [1].
These results allow a description of the relationship between the ,n and
#n through the %n .
Lemma 9.
,0+#0=1, ,1&#1=&%1 or 1&%1 , ,2+#2=1, 1&%2 or 2&%2 ;
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whereas for n1,
,2n+1&#2n+1= &%2n+1, 1&%2n+1 , 2&2%2n+1 ,
1&2%2n+1 or &2%2n+1
and
,2n+2+#2n+2=1, 1&%2n+2 , 2&%2n+2 ,
1&2%2n+2 or 2&2%2n+2.
Proof. It is easily seen that 1bnan+1 and 0cnan (an{0) as
long as the algorithm doesn’t terminate. From the definitions
,n&1+#n&1
%n&1
&1<bn+cn<
,n&1+#n&1
%n&1
+1
and
,n&1&#n&1
%n&1
<bn&cn<
,n&1&#n&1
%n&1
+2.
It is easy to check the initial cases. By the inductive argument we can
generally obtain the following. Let n1.
When ,2n+1&#2n+1=&j%2n+1 ( j=1, 2), by & j<b2n+2&c2n+2<2& j
and Lemma 7(3) we have a2n+2b2n+2=c2n+2>0 if j=1; and a2n+2>
b2n+2=c2n+2&1>0 if j=2. So, ,2n+2+#2n+2=1.
When ,2n+1&#2n+1=1&j%2n+1 ( j=1, 2),
,2n+2+#2n+2={1&%2n+2, if b2n+2&c2n+2=a2n+2& j+1;2&%2n+2 , if b2n+2&c2n+2=a2n+2& j+2
and c2n+2=0 if j=1.
When ,2n+1&#2n+1=2&2%2n+1 ,
,2n+2+#2n+2={1&2%2n+2 , if (a2n+2, b2n+2 , c2n+2)=(1, 1, 0);2&2%2n+2 , if (a2n+2 , b2n+2 , c2n+2)=(1, 2, 0).
When ,2n+2+#2n+2=1&j%2n+2 ( j=0, 1, 2), by 1%2n+2& j&1<
b2n+3+c2n+3<1%2n+2& j+1 we have
,2n+3&#2n+3=b2n+3+c2n+3&
,2n+2+#2n+2
%2n+2
={&%2n+3 , if b2n+3+c2n+3=a2n+3& j;1&%2n+3 , if b2n+3+c2n+3=a2n+3& j+1.
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When ,2n+2+#2n+2=2& j%2n+2 ( j=1, 2),
&2%2n+3 , if b2n+3+c2n+3=2a2n+3& j;
,2n+3&#2n+3={1&2%2n+3 , if b2n+3+c2n+3=2a2n+3& j+1;2&2%2n+3 , if b2n+3+c2n+3=2a2n+3& j+2.
From Lemma 9 we obtain the relationship between tn and t**n&1.
Lemma 10. For any n0,
tn**=tn+1 , tn+1&qn , tn+1&qn+1 or tn+1&qn+1&qn .
In fact,
t0**=t1 ; t1**={t2 ,t2&q1 ,
if b2a2 ;
if b2=a2+1.
When t1**=t2 ,
t2**={t3 ,t3&q2 ,
if b3a3 ;
if b3=a3+1;
and when t1**=t2&q1 ,
t2**={t3&q3 ,t3&q3&q2 ,
if b3=a3 ;
if b3=a3+1.
For any n2, when tn**=tn+1 ,
t**n+1={tn+2 ,tn+2&qn+1 ,
if bn+2an+2;
if bn+2=an+2+1;
and when tn**=tn+1&qn+1 ,
t**n+1={tn+2 ,tn+2&qn+1 ,
if bn+2<an+2;
if bn+2=an+2.
Finally, when tn**=tn+1&qn or tn+1&qn+1&qn ,
t**n+1={tn+2&qn+2 ,tn+2&qn+2&qn+1 ,
if bn+2an+2 ;
if bn+2=an+2+1.
Proof. The initial cases are easily checked. In general there are only the
seven different patterns (i=0 or 1)
(I) ,2n+1&#2n+1=&%2n+1 , {2n+1=t2n+2+q2n+2 and t**2n+1=
t2n+2 (a2n+2b2n+2=c2n+2>0).
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(IIi) ,2n+1&#2n+1=1&%2n+1 , {2n+1=t2n+2&iq2n+1q2n+1+
q2n+2 and t**2n+1=t2n+2&iq2n+1 (a2n+2+i=b2n+2, c2n+2=0).
(III i) ,2n+1&#2n+1=1&%2n+1 , {2n+1=t2n+2&iq2n+1>q2n+1+
q2n+2 and t**2n+1=t2n+2&q2n+2&iq2n+1 (a2n+2+i=b2n+2 , c2n+2=0).
(IV) ,2n+1&#2n+1=&2%2n+1 , {2n+1=t2n+2+q2n+2 and t**2n+1=
t2n+2 (a2n+2>b2n+2=c2n+2&1>0).
(Vi) ,2n+1&#2n+1=1&2%2n+1 , {2n+1=t2n+2&iq2n+1q2n+1+
q2n+2 and t**2n+1=t2n+2&iq2n+1 (a2n+2+i&1=b2n+2 , c2n+2=0).
(VIi) ,2n+1&#2n+1=1&2%2n+1, {2n+1=t2n+2&iq2n+1 and t**2n+1=
t2n+2&q2n+2&iq2n+1 (a2n+2+i=b2n+2, c2n+2=1).
(VIIi) ,2n+1&#2n+1=2&2%2n+1 , {2n+1=t2n+2&q2n+2&iq2n+1
q2n+1+q2n+2 and t**2n+1=t2n+2&q2n+2&iq2n+1 (a2n+2+i=b2n+2 ,
c2n+2=0).
We can show that any one of these seven patterns for 2n+1 implies some
one of these seven patterns at 2n+3. In fact, (I), (III0), (IV) or (IV0) O (I),
(II) or (III); (II0), (V0) or (VII0) O (I) or (II); and (II1), (III1), (V1), (VI1)
or (VII1) O (IV), (V), (VI) or (VII).
We prove (I) or (IV) O (I), (II) or (III). The others are similarly con-
firmed. When (I) or (IV) is satisfied, ,2n+1&#2n+1=&j%2n+1 ( j=1 or 2).
By ,2n+2+#2n+2=1 we have b2n+3+c2n+3=a2n+3 or a2n+3+1.
Let b2n+3+c2n+3=a2n+3. By ,2n+3&#2n+3=&%2n+3 we have a2n+4
b2n+4=c2n+4>0. From {2n+2=t2n+2+q2n+2+b2n+3q2n+2=t2n+3+
q2n+2 , we obtain t**2n+2=t2n+3. From {2n+3=t2n+3+q2n+2+(a2n+4+
b2n+4) q2n+3=t2n+4+q2n+4 , we obtain t**2n+3=t2n+4.
Let b2n+3+c2n+3=a2n+3+1. By ,2n+3&#2n+3=1&%2n+3 we have
a2n+4b2n+4 and c2n+4=0.
When we assume c2n+3>0 (that is, a2n+3b2n+3),
t2n+3=(a2n+3&c2n+3+1) q2n+2+b2n+2 q2n+1+t2n+1
a2n+3q2n+2+a2n+2q2n+1+t2n+1.
t2n**q2n+q2n+1 from Lemma 8. And we can see that t**2n+1=t2n+2 is
followed by t2n**=t2n+1 and a2n+1b2n+1 , or t2n**=t2n+1&q2n+1 and
a2n+1>b2n+1 . If the former holds, clearly t2n+3q2n+2+q2n+3. If the
latter holds, since a2nb2n from Lemma 7(1),
t2n+1(a2n+1&1) q2n+a2nq2n&1+(a2n&1+1) q2n&2+ } } } +(a1+1)q0
=q1+ } } } +q2n&2+q2n+1q2n+q2n+1 .
So, t2n+3q2n+2+q2n+3 again.
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Therefore, from {2n+2=t2n+2+q2n+2+(b2n+3&1) q2n+2=t2n+3 we
obtain t**2n+2=t2n+3. By {2n+3=t2n+3+a2n+4q2n+3q2n+3+q2n+4 we
obtain
t**2n+3={2n+3={t2n+4 ,t2n+4&q2n+3 ,
if a2n+4=b2n+4;
if a2n+4+1=b2n+4.
When we suppose c2n+3=0 (that is, a2n+3+1=b2n+3),
t2n+3=(a2n+3+1) q2n+2+b2n+2 q2n+1+t2n+1>q2n+2+q2n+3 .
Therefore, for the same {2n+2 and {2n+3 we have t**2n+2=t2n+3&q2n+2 and
t**2n+3={t2n+4&q2n+4 ,t2n+4&q2n+4&q2n+3 ,
if a2n+4=b2n+4 ;
if a2n+4+1=b2n+4.
Proof of Theorem 7. From the definitions it suffices to prove the case
y=1. For simplicity, put
fk=
xtk
(1&xqk)(1&xqk&1)
and f k*=
xt**k&1
(1&xqk)(1&xqk&1)
.
Then,
0, if t**k&1=tk ;
(xtk&qk&1)(1&xqk),
if t**k&1=tk&qk&1;
f *k= fk+{ (xtk&qk)(1&xqk&1),if t**k&1=tk&qk ;(xtk&qk&qk&1)(1&xqk&1)+(xtk&qk&1)(1&xqk)
if t**k&1=tk&qk&qk&1.
If anbn (n=2, 3, ...), both expressions are the same since t**n&1=tn
(n=1, 2, 3, ...). Now, suppose, for some k2, t0**=t1 , ..., t**k&2=tk&1 and
t**k&1=tk&qk&1 , that is, a2b2 , ..., ak&1bk&1 and ak+1=bk . If tk**=
tk+1&qk+1 (that is, ak+1=bk+1), from tk+1&qk+1=tk&qk&1 we obtain
f k*&f *k+1= fk+
xtk&qk&1
1&xqk
&fk+1&
xtk+1&qk+1
1&xqk
= fk& fk+1.
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Therefore,
:
k+1
}=1
(&1)}&1 f}= :
k+1
}=1
(&1)}&1 f }*.
If tk**=tk+1&qk+1&qk , ..., t**k+l&1=tk+l&qk+l&qk+l&1 and t**k+l=
tk+l+1&qk+l+1 for some positive integer l (so ak+1+1=
bk+1 , ..., ak+l+1=bk+l and ak+l+1=bk+l+1), then
f k*&f *k+1+f *k+2& } } } +(&1) l f *k+l+(&1) l+1 f *k+l+1
= fk& fk+1+ fk+2& } } } +(&1) l fk+l+(&1) l+1 fk+l+1
+
xtk&qk&1
1&xqk
&
xtk+1&qk+1&qk
1&xqk
&
xtk+1&qk
1&xqk+1
+
xtk+2&qk+2&qk+1
1&xqk+1
+
xtk+2&qk+1
1&xqk+2
& } } } +(&1) l
xtk+l&qk+l&qk+l&1
1&xqk+l&1
+(&1) l
xtk+l&qk+l&1
1&xqk+l
+(&1) l+1
xtk+l+1&qk+l+1
1&xqk+l
= fk& fk+1+ fk+2& } } } +(&1) l fk+l+(&1) l+1 fk+l+1
because tk+i&1&qk+i&2=tk+i&qk+i&qk+i&1 (i=1, 2, ..., l ) and tk+l&
qk+l&1=tk+l+1&qk+l+1. Therefore,
:
k+l+1
}=1
(&1)}&1 f}= :
k+l+1
}=1
(&1)}&1 f }*.
Since t**k+l+1=tk+l+2 or tk+l+2&qk+l+1 follows from t**k+l=tk+l+1&
qk+l+1 , we can repeat a similar argument to complete the proof.
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